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ACT ONE

Scene 1. The Great Hall of King Pendragon’s Castle at Camelot

Scene 2. Sir Hector’s Courtyard, twelve years later

Intermission

ACT TWO

Scene 1. Outside Sir Lot’s Castle and outside Sir Urien’s Castle

Scene 2. Sir Hector’s Courtyard, four weeks later

Scene 3. On the road to London

Scene 4. Churchyard in London, next day

Scene 5. The Great Hall at Camelot
Merlin ................................. Angelo Longo
Sir Lot of Orkney ..................... George Lotker
Margawse, his wife ................... Holly Walker
(steepdaughter of King Pendragon)
Page .................................. Frank Dawson
Sir Uriens ............................. Alan Wile
Morgan Le Fay, his wife ............. Sally Sonneland
(sister to Margawse)
Sir Leodegrance ...................... Ray Gombach
Sir Pellinore .......................... Dale Dickinson
Bagdemagus .......................... Liza Sonneland
Page .................................. Jim Kramer
Archbishop of Canterbury .......... Ted Murray
King Uther Pendragon ............. Fred Ritter
Sir Lucan .............................. Tony Herrmann
Knights ............................... Larry Posner
Andy Sonneland
Lady In Waiting ...................... Ruth Harmel
Kay .................................... John Lubar
Arthur ................................. Jeff Johnston
Marion ................................. Caroline Breese
Children of Sir Hector and Lady Lenore
Sir Hector .............................. Angus MacInnes
Lady Lenore ........................... Marion MacInnes
Messenger ............................ Andy Sonneland
Mordred, Lot's son ................. Bob Murray

SINGERS
Betsy Barnard
Carol Bednars
Tim Bogen
Mary Jane Ciccarello
Sandy Dickinson
Vicki Feitner
Janet Flowers
Ruth Miller
Peter Pickow
Jonathan Rapp
Rick Smith
Liz Whittemore
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Make-up
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